Abstract: Understanding home activities is important in social research to study aspects of home life, e.g., energy-related practices and assisted living arrangements. Common approaches to identifying which activities are being carried out in the home rely on self-reporting, either retrospectively (e.g., interviews, questionnaires, and surveys) or at the time of the activity (e.g., time use diaries). The use of digital sensors may provide an alternative means of observing activities in the home. For example, temperature, humidity and light sensors can report on the physical environment where activities occur, while energy monitors can report information on the electrical devices that are used to assist the activities. One may then be able to infer from the sensor data which activities are taking place. However, it is first necessary to calibrate the sensor data by matching it to activities identified from self-reports. The calibration involves identifying the features in the sensor data that correlate best with the self-reported activities. This in turn requires a good measure of the agreement between the activities detected from sensor-generated data and those recorded in self-reported data. To illustrate how this can be done, we conducted a trial in three single-occupancy households from which we collected data from a suite of sensors and from time use diaries completed by the occupants. For sensor-based activity recognition, we demonstrate the application of Hidden Markov Models with features extracted from mean-shift clustering and change points analysis. A correlation-based feature selection is also applied to reduce the computational cost. A method based on Levenshtein distance for measuring the agreement between the activities detected in the sensor data and that reported by the participants is demonstrated. We then discuss how the features derived from sensor data can be used in activity recognition and how they relate to activities recorded in time use diaries.
Introduction
Social researchers take a great interest in household practices, among other things, family dynamics and child-rearing (e.g., [1, 2] ), practices around meals [3] , sleep [4] , assisted living arrangements and mobile health solutions (e.g., [5, 6] ), homeworking [7] and energy-related practices [8] . Existing social research methods are both qualitative and quantitative, and often some combination of the two are used for pragmatic and constructivist purposes [9] .
Qualitative methods are used to acquire rich in-depth data. Observations and open-ended interviews are particularly effective in capturing the meanings participants attach to various aspects of their everyday lives and relations (e.g., [10] ). Quantitative methods such as questionnaires and surveys capture qualitative information in formalised ways for computational processing, and are widely used in large scale studies on demographics, household economics and social attitudes (e.g., [11, 12] ). Time-use diaries are also used to log activity sequences [13] , and to seek evidence of life changes and social evolution [14] . Efforts to harmonise time use surveys across Europe have delivered guidelines (HETUS) [15] on activity coding for analysing the time use data, but interviews and observations are commonly used to cross-validate what goes on, and to calibrate and amplify the meaning of the diary evidence, including the use of activity sensors and video cameras [16] .
Sensor-generated data are becoming widely available and the topic of activity recognition [17] has thrived in recent years with applications in areas such as smart homes and assisted living. Researchers have investigated activity recognition methods using data obtained from various types of sensors, for instance, video cameras [18] , wearables [19] and sensors embedded in smartphones [20] . Such rich contextual information has been used in various activity specific studies. For example, Williams et al. [4] discuss the use of accelerometers to study people's sleep patterns. Amft and Tröster [21] study people's dietary behaviour by using inertial sensors to recognise movements, a sensor collar for recognising swallowing and an ear microphone for recognising chewing. Wang et al. [22] help in detecting elderly accidental falls by employing accelerometers and cardiotachometers.
Numerous algorithms have been proposed for general activity recognition in the literature, most of which are based on the assumption that by sensing the environment it is possible to infer which activities people are performing. Dynamic Bayesian Networks (e.g., [23] ), Hidden Markov Models (e.g., [24] ) and Conditional Random Fields (e.g., [25] ) are popular methods due to their ability to recognise latent random variables in observing sequences of sensor-generated data. Other approaches rely on Artificial Neural Networks (e.g., [26] ). A more detailed discussion will be given in Section 2.
To evaluate the adequacy of inferences about activities derived from sensor data, records of what activities are taking place from direct observation can be used to obtain the so-called "ground truth". In the literature, there are three main types of approaches. The first relies on video cameras to record what participants are doing during an experiment. For example, Lin and Fu [23] , use multiple cameras and floor sensors to track their participants. Although the data quality can be guaranteed in a controlled lab, this method is very intrusive and difficult to deploy in an actual home. A second common way of establishing ground truth is by asking participants to carry out a predefined list of tasks, again, in a controlled environment. For example, Cook et al. [27] ask their participants to carry out scripted activities, predetermined and repeatedly performed. Both of these methods correspond with social research methods, such as questionnaires, surveys and interviews, in generating what Silverman calls "researcher-provoked" data [28] . The outcomes may suffer the bias introduced by the researchers in provoking participants' activities as opposed to observing them without interference. The third type of approach relies on human annotators to label sensor-generated data manually. For example, Wang et al. [29] conducted a survey with their participants to have a self-reported record of their main activities, and compared it to the annotated data based on video recordings. This type of approach relies heavily on the annotator's knowledge of participants' activities and their understanding of participants' everyday practices, but may also be challenged by discrepancies between the research-provoked survey and video data and non-provoked sensor-generated data.
In this study, we consider two data sources. The first is "digital sensors" that generate activity data based on activity recognition derived from sensor-generated environment data (referred to as sensor data or sensor-generated data in the rest of the paper). The second is "human sensors" that generate activity data from participants' self-reported time-use diaries (referred to as time use diary or self-reported data in the rest of the paper). To make inferences from sensor data about human activities, it is first necessary to calibrate the sensor data by matching the data to activities identified by the self-reported data. The calibration involves identifying the features in the sensor data that correlate best with the self-reported activities. This in turn requires a good measure of the agreement between the activities detected from sensor-generated data and those recorded in self-reported data.
To illustrate how this can be done, we conducted a trial in three residential houses, collecting data from a set of sensors and from a time use diary recorded by the occupant (human sensor) from each house over four consecutive days. The sensors captured temperature, humidity, range (detecting movements in the house), noise (decibel levels), ambient light intensity (brightness) and energy consumption. For activity recognition, we adopt an unsupervised learning approach based on a Hidden Markov Model, i.e., only sensor-generated data are used to fit the model, which allows the model to discover the patterns by itself rather than fitting the model with unreliable labels from the time use diaries. We apply mean shift clustering [30] and change points detection [31] for extracting features. To reduce computational cost, we adopt a correlation-based approach [32] for feature selection. To compare the data generated by the two types of sensors, we propose a method for measuring the agreement between them based on the Levenshtein distance [33] .
The contributions of this paper are three-fold. First, we present a new data collection framework for recognising activities at home, i.e., a mixed-methods approach of combining computational and qualitative types of non-provoked data: sensor-generated and time use diary. Secondly, we investigate the application of several feature extraction and feature selection methods for activity recognition using sensor-generated data. Thirdly, we propose an evaluation method for measuring the agreement between the sensor-supported activity recognition algorithms and the human constructed diary. Compared to our previous work [34] , this paper has the following extensions: (1) we add an illustration of the trial setup procedure and discuss the design of the procedure; (2) we use a larger data set of three households and investigate three more activity types; (3) we demonstrate the use of feature selection in activity recognition to harness the exploration of feature combinations; and (4) we further the analysis of results by triangulating with evidence from household interviews.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work. In Section 3, we give an introduction to the home settings. Thereafter, in Section 4, we describe the data collected for this study, including both the sensor data and the time use diary data. In section 5, we show how features are extracted and selected and introduce our activity recognition algorithm. In Section 6, we present the metric for evaluating agreement between activities recognised by the sensor-generated data and what is reported by the participant, and give an analysis of the results based on the evidence gathered from household interviews. Finally, we conclude our work with some possible extensions in Section 7.
Related Work
In this section, we discuss the works that have been recently published in the area of automated activity recognition in home-like environments in terms of the sensors they use, the activities they detect, and the recognition methods they adopt or propose.
Early works (e.g., [23, 35] ) were concerned with designing frameworks for providing services based on the prediction of resident action. For example, Lin and Fu [23] leveraged K-means clustering and domain knowledge to create context out of raw sensor data and combined this with Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) to learn multi-user preferences in a smart home. Their testbed allows location tracking and activity recognition via cameras, floor sensors, motion detectors, temperature and light sensors in order to recommend services to multiple residents, such as turning on TV or lights in various locations or playing music.
More recently, the CASAS smart home project [36] enabled the detection of multi-resident activities and interactions in a testbed featuring motion, temperature, water and stove (ad-hoc) usage sensors, energy monitors, lighting controls and contact detectors for cooking pots, phone books and medicine containers. Using the testbed, Singla et al. [37] applied Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to perform real-time recognition of activities of daily living. Their work explores seven types of individual activities: filling medication dispenser, hanging up clothes, reading magazine, sweeping floor, setting the table, watering plants, preparing dinner, and 4 types of cooperative activities: moving furniture, playing checkers, paying bills, gathering and packing picnic food. Validated against the same data set, Hsu et al. [25] employed Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) with strategies of iterative and decomposition inference. They found that data association of non-obstructive sensor data is important to improve the performance of activity recognition in a multi-resident environment. Chiang et al. [38] further improved the work in [25] with DBNs that extend coupled HMMs by adding vertices to model both individual and cooperative activities.
The single-occupancy datasets from CASAS also attracted many researchers. For example, Fatima et al. [39] adopted a Support Vector Machine (SVM) based kernel fusion approach for activity recognition and evaluated it on the Milan2009 and Aruba datasets. Fang et al. [40] evaluated the application of neural network for activity recognition based on a dataset of two volunteers. Khrishnan and Cook [41] evaluated an online sliding-window based approach for activity recognition on a dataset of three single-occupancy houses. The authors showed that combining mutual information based weighting of sensor events and adding past contextual information to the feature leads to better performance. To analyse possible changes in cognitive or physical health, Dawadi et al. [42] introduced the notion of activity curve and proposed a permutation-based change detection in activity routine algorithm. The authors validated their approach with a two-year smart home sensor data. In these works, different kinds of sensors were used such as temperature and light sensors, motion and water/stove usage sensors. The recognised activities range from common ones such as eating and sleeping to more specific ones like taking medication.
ARAS [43] is a smart home data set collected from two houses with multiple residents. The two houses were equipped with force sensitive resistors, pressure mats, contact sensors, proximity sensors, sonar distance sensors, photocells, temperature sensors, and infra-red receivers. Twenty-seven types of activities were labelled such as watching TV, studying, using internet/telephone/toilet, preparing/having meals, etc. With the ARAS dataset, Prossegger and Bouchachia [44] illustrated the effectiveness of an extension to the incremental decision tree algorithm ID5R, which induces decision trees with leaf/class nodes augmented by contextual information in the form of activity frequency.
With a mission of elderly care, the CARE project [45] has carried out research on automatic monitoring of human activities in domestic environments. For example, Kasteren et al. [46] investigated HMMs and CRFs for activity recognition in a home setting and proposed to use Bluetooth headsets for data annotation. Fourteen state-change sensors were placed on the doors, cupboards, refrigerator and toilet flush. Seven types of activities were annotated by the participants themselves, including sleeping, having breakfast, showering, eating dinner, drinking, toileting and leaving the house. Two probabilistic models, HMM and CRF, were investigated for activity recognition. Kasteren et al. [24] provided a summary of probabilistic models used in activity recognition and evaluated their performance on datasets of three households with single occupant. Further work by Ordonez et al. [47] evaluated transfer learning with HMMs on a dataset of three houses with the same setting of sensor deployment and labelled activity types, showing potential of reusing experience on new target houses where little annotated data is available.
Besides probabilistic models, neural network models are becoming popular in recognising human activities. For example, Fan et al. [26] studied three neural network structures (Gated Recurrent Unit, Long Short-Term Memory, Recurrent Neural Network) and showed that a simple structure that remembers history as meta-layers outperformed recurrent networks. The sensors they used include grid-eye infrared array, force and noise sensors as well as electrical current detectors. For their model training, the participants performed scripted activities in a home testbed: eating, watching TV, reading books, sleeping and friends visiting. Singh et al. [48] showed that Long Short-Term Memory classifiers outperformed probabilistic models such as HMM and CRF when raw sensor data was used. Laput et al. [49] proposed a general-purpose sensing approach with a single sensor board that is capable of detecting temperature, humidity, light intensity and colour, motion, sound, air pressure, WiFi RSSI, magnetism (magnetometer) and electromagnetic inference (EMI sensor). The sensors were deployed in five different locations including a kitchen, an office, a workshop, a common area and a classroom. For activity recognition, a supervised approach based on SVM and a two-stage clustering approach with AutoEncoder were used. The authors showed the merit of the sensor features with respect to their contribution to the recognition of 38 types of activities.
While several other approaches exist for activity recognition and capture, they mostly employ only wearable sensors (i.e., see [19] for a recent survey), and thus cannot be applied in multi-modal scenarios of smart-home settings with fixed, unobtrusive and ambient sensors. In addition, due to the time-series nature of activity recognition in the home environment, supervised algorithms not incorporating the notion of temporal dependence might lead to poor performance in activity recognition, so such works are not reviewed here.
Time use diaries are widely used for collecting activity data. To validate time use diaries, Kelly et al. [16] tested the feasibility of using wearable cameras. Participants were asked to wear a camera and at the same time keep a record of time use over a 24-hour period. During an interview with each participant afterwards, the visual images were used as prompts to reconstruct the activity sequences and improve upon the activity record. No significant differences were found between the diary and camera data with respect to the aggregate totals of daily time use. However, for discrete activities, the diaries recorded a mean of 19.2 activities per day, while the image-prompted interviews revealed 41.1 activities per day. This raises concerns of using the data collected from time use diaries for training activity recognition models directly.
In this work, we use a suite of fixed sensors. For activity recognition, we build our model based on HMMs. In particular, we investigate the use of mean shift clustering and change points detection techniques for feature extraction. A correlation-based feature selection method is applied to reduce computational cost. Our work differs from similar studies in that we adopt a mixed-methods approach for the problem of recognising activities at home, and we evaluate its effectiveness using a formal framework.
Experiment Setting
For this work, we installed a suite of sensors in three households. The data collected by the sensors were encrypted and sent to a central server over the Internet.
Sensor Modules
We used six types of sensor modules, as summarised in Table 1 . 
Energy monitor watts
The first five sensor modules are encapsulated in a sensor box, as shown in Figure 1a , coordinated by a Seeeduino Arch-Pro [50] . The temperature and humidity sensor HTU21D [51] is managed via an I2C interface and sampled periodically by the client application deployed on the ARM core. An Avago ADPS-9960 light sensor [52] , also managed via an I2C interface, is used to sample ambient light measured in µW cm 2 . The GP2Y0A60SZ ranging sensor from Sharp [53] is an analog sensor with a wide detection range of 10 cm to 150 cm, which is sampled via a 12 bit ADC and converted through the manufacturer's calibration table. Finally, the MEMS Microphone breakout board INMP401 [54] is used to sample noise levels in the environment via an ADC and the values are converted to decibels (dB SPL).
The other sensor module used in this work is a commercial electricity monitoring kit from CurrentCost [55] , as shown in Figure 1b . It features a current transformer (CT) clamp, a number of individual appliance monitors (IAMs) and a transmitter to measure the energy consumption in watts of the whole house as well as the individual appliances. Compared to the works discussed in Section 2, the sensor modules used for this work require little effort on part of the participants.
Demonstration and Installation
For each household, we first set up an interview with the participants, in which we demonstrate the workings of the sensor platform to demystify the experiment, e.g., to show what kinds of data are collected, and what can be seen in the data. Figure 2 shows the interface of our sensor data collection and visualisation platform. Participants can interact with the sensors, e.g., turn electrical equipment on and off, move in front or make loud noise around a sensor box, breathe on it, etc., and see in real time the changes of corresponding sensor readings. Thereafter, we ask the participants to give a tour of their house and explain what goes on at different times in different rooms, who is involved, and so on. However, they are free to omit any room or area of the house. A sketch of the floor plan with markings of potential places for installing sensors is produced in the meantime.
After the interview, another appointment is made for sensor installation. During the installation, the participants guide the researchers around the house and negotiate the location for placing the sensors.
Trial Households
Three trial households are included in the experiment presented here, each with a single occupant. Table 2 shows the house composition and the sensor deployment. For all the three houses, there was at least one sensor installed in each room, except bathrooms which do not have electrical outlets in the UK. The number of sensor boxes installed in each room depends on the size of the room. The locations where the sensor boxes were installed were meant to cover as much as possible of the room space but were sometimes constrained by the availability of power supply. A selection of more commonly used home appliances were attached to individual energy monitors. Their energy consumption as well as the total consumption for each of the households were also recorded.
Data Sets
In the experiment, two types of data were collected, sensor-generated data and time use diaries. The time use diaries cover a period of four consecutive days for all three households between June and July 2017 from 6:00 a.m. on the first day until 5:50 a.m. on the last day. The sensor-generated data set covers an extended period from 6:00 p.m. on the previous day of the starting date (time use diary) and to 12:00 p.m. of the last day (time use diary). The reason for such an extension is to incorporate the relevant signals before and after the recorded time use which will be illustrated in Section 5.1.
Sensor-Generated Data
The sensor-generated data consists of readings from the six types of sensor modules as shown in Table 1 .
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The data from sensor boxes were collected around every three seconds. An example reading from a sensor box is shown as follows:
{"Box_ID": 123, "Timestamp": 2016-12-13 09:00:00, "Temperature": 20, "Humidity": 50, "Sound": 45, "Range": 100, "Light": 583}
For range, the lowest values among samples at 1000 Hz within each period of three seconds was collected, i.e., the distance to the nearest object that has been detected in the period of three seconds. This is to minimise the number of false negative detections which may happen when only collecting samples at a point of time every three seconds. Noise level (sound) is derived from an on-device conversion of air pressure changes (sampling at around 1000 Hz) to decibels (dB). The readings from all the other sensor modules are sampled once every three seconds.
The data from electricity monitors (IAMs) was collected around every six seconds. An example reading from an IAM is shown as follows:
{"IAM_ID": 123, "Timestamp": 2016-12-13 09:00:00, "Watts": 100}
The sensor boxes can capture various environmental changes but not all the changes are caused by human activities. For example, the weather can be an important factor influencing temperature and humidity. By carefully modelling the changes, we may be able to distinguish those caused by human activities from those caused by external factors as they differ in terms of magnitude and frequency. Table 3 shows the statistics about the total number of readings of the sensor-generated data used in this work with respect to the three households. The multiplier 5 in the second column indicates that each reading from a sensor box consists of five data attributes corresponding to the five sensor modules as shown in Table 1 .
Time Use Diary
During the four days of the experiment, the occupant from each household was asked to keep a diary of time use based on the HETUS model [15] . The participants were asked to update the diary at 10-minute intervals except sleeping and keep track of the 10 minutes interval using their own preferred method, e.g. setting up a timer. The diary was paper-based and the participants were given instructions on how to fill the diary using pens and shorthand. For example, an arrow can be used to mark an activity that takes longer than 10 minutes. However, given the heavy workload of filling such a diary, it is very likely that the participants may not have strictly followed the guidelines, as will be further illustrated in Section 6.1. Table 4 gives a partial sample of what is recorded: the participant specifies for every 10 minutes what he or she has been doing primarily (and possibly secondarily) in which location/room (possibly with the assistance of or involving devices). For each household, there is at least one activity recorded by the occupant at each of the 10 minutes slots over the course of four days, which produces in total 576 data points from the diary. In this study, we focus on seven types of home activities that have been recorded in the time use diaries: sleeping, preparing meal, making hot drink (tea or coffee), eating (breakfast, lunch or dinner), watching TV, listening to radio, and doing laundry. It has to be noted that these are not the only activities the participants reported in their diaries. These seven activity types are selected because they were reported by the occupants from all the three households and occur at a relatively higher frequency or last for a relatively longer time. Table 5 shows a summary of how many times each type of activity occurred and their duration in each household. Household 1 does not have a radio while the occupant had the TV turned on a lot of the time. Household 3 does not have a TV while the occupant had the radio turned on a lot of the time. Notice that for each household the total percentage of time designated to the seven activity types does not sum up to 100% because other activities carried out by the occupants are not listed in the table.
Data Reliability
In this section, we analyse the reliability of sensor-generated data in parallel form via the Pearson correlations between readings from each pair of sensors that are of the same type and placed in the same room (see Table 2 ). Table 6 summaries the correlations. It can be seen that sensor readings from the same type of sensor in the same room have a strong correlation except for the readings from all pairs of ranging sensors and the pair of temperature sensors in Household 2 (living/dining room). The relatively low correlations between ranging sensors may relate to the fact that: (1) ranging sensors have a limited sensing capability (up to 150 cm); and (2) one of our guidelines of installing sensors is to cover as much room space as possible, i.e., ranging sensors (sensor boxes) are placed to capture movements in different parts of the room. Therefore, it is expected that only one of the ranging sensors is triggered at any given time. As for the pair of temperature sensors, the relatively low correlation may be due to their positions in the room, i.e., one of the sensor boxes is placed near the window and the other is placed away from the window.
In Section 6, we will further discuss inter-rater/observer reliability by means of the agreement between sensor-generated data and human recorded time use diary.
Recognising Activities
Sensor-generated data provides a digital means of looking into the life of a household. Such data in itself does not tell directly what is taking place but it provides rich contextual information drawn from the aggregate of environmental variables. Our objective in this section is to investigate what kinds of features can be drawn from the sensor-generated data and how such features can be used for activity recognition.
Feature Extraction
Activities give rise to changes in sensor readings. For example, when cooking, the temperature may rise in the kitchen because of the heat emitted from the hob, humidity levels go up and range readings may fluctuate intensively because of the physical movements involved. These types of changes in the sensor-generated data are essential to better understand the context of activities and to recognise their occurrence.
There are two types of patterns in the sensor readings observed in our experiments. The first type is clusters, i.e., absolute values of sensor readings appear naturally in clusters. For example, the readings of the ranging sensor are either the maximum value during periods when nothing comes in and out of range or distinctly much smaller values. The second type relates to the distribution changes of sensor readings along the time dimension, thus taking into account both time dependency and value changes between sensor readings. Accordingly, we investigate the application of three methods for extracting features from sensor-generated data. The first, mean shift [30] , aims at clustering the readings of sensor data into different value bands. The second method, change points detection [31] , aims at finding meaningful points of change in the sequences of sensor-generated data. The third method, change points gap detection, which is based on the second method, aims at identifying the length of stable periods of readings in sensor-generated data. In our experiment setting, we apply these three feature extraction methods upon the re-sampled data, which is detailed in the next section.
Re-Sampling
To align with the time use diary and synchronise the data from the different sensors (sensor box and energy monitors), we re-sample the sensor data with bins of 10 minutes. Re-sampling is done using the maximum values for temperature, humidity, brightness, noise level, and the minimum values for range. To cover the time use diary and give buffers for feature extraction, we re-sample and use the sensor data from 6:00 p.m. on the day before the period of the time use diary to 12:00 p.m. on the day after that. The re-sampling results 685 data points (observations) for each sensor.
Mean Shift
Mean shift is a non-parametric clustering method that does not require prior knowledge of the number of clusters. It is based on an iterative procedure that shifts each data point to its nearest local mode, by updating candidates for centroids to be the mean of the data points within its neighbourhood [30] .
Given a set of data points S in a n-dimensional Euclidean space X, mean shift considers these data points as sampled from some underlying probability density function and uses a kernel function for estimating the probability density function. In this work, we chose to use a flat kernel K with a bandwidth h, as defined below:
The sample mean at x ∈ X is
The difference m(x) − x is called mean shift and the mean shift algorithm is the procedure of repeatedly moving data points to the sample means until the means converge. In each iteration, s is updated by m(s) for all s ∈ S simultaneously. As a result, all the data points are associated with a centroid/cluster. Applying this procedure to the re-sampled raw sensor readings, each data point in the re-sampled dataset is represented by the index of its associated cluster. The implementation is based on python scikit-learn [56] .
As an example, the lower parts of Figures 3 and 4 show the results of features extracted via the mean shift clustering algorithm. The data depicted in the upper parts of the two figures are from range and noise-level readings in the living room (with dining space) of Household 1. The readings for range generate two clusters with indices of 0 and 1. A straightforward explanation is that the cluster with index 0 represents the times when no movements are detected in the room and the cluster with index 1 represents the times when movements are detected. As for the noise level, four clusters are generated with indices of 0, 1, 2, and 3, in which the cluster with index 0 represents the times when the kitchen is relatively quiet while the other three clusters represent increasingly higher levels of noise. 
Change Points Detection
Change points detection is a method of estimating the times at which the statistical properties of a sequence of observations change [31] .
Given a sequence of data, x 1:n = (x 1 , . . . , x n ), a change is considered to occur when there exists a time τ ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} such that the statistical properties of {x 1 , . . . , x τ } differ from that of {x τ+1 , . . . , x n }, e.g., in mean or variance. In the case of multiple changes, a number of change points τ i , i ∈ {1, . . . , m} are identified, that split the sequence of data into m + 1 segments.
The parameters of the change points distribution are estimated via maximum likelihood by minimising the following cost function:
where C is a cost function for assuming a change point at τ i in the time series data and β f (m) is a penalty function to avoid over fitting (i.e., too many change points).
For our sensor data, we focus on detecting the changes of mean in the sensor readings. A manual setting is used for the penalty function so that the number of change points can be adjusted. The change points detection algorithm is the pruned exact linear time (PELT) [57] which is computationally efficient and provides an exact segmentation. By applying the change points detection algorithm upon the re-sampled data, we obtain a sequence of 1s and 0s, where "1" represents the presence of a change point and "0" as absence. The implementation is based on the R package introduced in [58] .
As an example, Figures 5 and 6 show the change points detected from the temperature and humidity readings in the kitchen of Household 2. The change points are indicated by the vertical grey lines. 
Change Point Gaps
Change points detected in sensor signals indicate changes in the home environment, which may be caused by human activities. While the time periods during which no change of sensor signal is detected may on the other hand indicate the lasting of some activities. For instance, when the house is asleep we can expect a long gap between changes that are detected in electricity consumption and brightness in the house, i.e., from the time of going to bed to getting up, as shown in Figures 7 and 8 . Therefore, the length of gaps between change points can also be a useful feature to identify occurrences of activities. Given a sequence X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) where x i = 1 represents the presence of a change point and x i = 0 represents the absence of a change point, the length of gaps between change points with respect to x i is calculated as follows:
where
In the experiment, we apply the above gap detection to the change points inferred from each type of sensor reading. Figure 7 shows big gaps between changes in the total energy consumption, indicated by the width and height of the bars, detected between midnight and early morning every night. A similar and aligned pattern can be found in the brightness of the bedroom as shown in Figure 8 .
In this section, we presented three kinds of features (mean-shift clustering, change points, and gaps between change points) that can be extracted from the sensor-generated data, which expands the number of data values in each observation by three times. That is, for Household 1, there are 140 features extracted from the sensor readings of eight sensor boxes and six energy monitors; for Household 2, there are 123 features extracted from the sensor readings of seven sensor boxes and six energy monitors; and, for Household 3, there are 150 features extracted from the sensor readings of nine sensor boxes and five energy monitors. After feature extraction, we truncate the feature data points in the extended periods to match the time use diary. This reduces the number of feature data points from 685 to 576 for each type of sensor reading. The series of feature data points is at the frequency of one per 10 minutes.
Feature Selection
For different types of activities, some features are more relevant than the others. Given the size of the feature sets, it is intractable to evaluate all the possible subsets of the features. To this end, a feature selection process is necessary for finding a subset of features that can effectively describe the data while reducing irrelevant or highly-correlated inputs [59] . In this work, we adopt the approach proposed in [32] , which is based on the heuristic that takes into account the usefulness of individual features for predicting the class labels along with their inter-correlations. A formalisation of the heuristic is given by [60] :
where Merit S represents the heuristic "merit" of a feature subset S containing k features, r c f is the mean feature-class correlation ( f ∈ S), and r f f is the average feature-feature inter-correlation. The numerator indicates how predicative of the class a group of features is, while the denominator indicates how much redundancy there is within the group. Following the proposal in [32] , the metric of symmetrical uncertainty [61] is used for calculating feature-feature and feature-class correlations. Symmetrical uncertainty is based on the concept of information gain [62] while compensating for its bias towards attributes with more values and normalising its values to the range from 0 to 1.
As an example, Figures 9 and 10 show the feature-feature correlations between the sensor readings (temperature and range) of the two sensor boxes installed in the kitchen of Household 1, and the feature-class correlation between the sensor readings of electricity consumption and seven activity types in Household 3. The prefixes, MS_, CP_ and Gap_CP_, represent the feature extracted via the mean shift clustering, the change points detection, and the gaps between the detected change points. We can see in Figure 9 that the features extracted from the temperature readings of the two sensor boxes have much higher correlations than that of the features extracted from the range readings. That is, the temperature readings from the two sensor boxes have high redundancy, and thus it is likely that the feature selection algorithm will only keep one of them. In Figure 10 , we can see that there is a strong correlation between the occurrences of laundry activity and the features based on the readings of the energy monitor attached to the washing machine. Therefore, for recognising laundry activity, such features should be kept. In the experiment, we run the feature selection algorithm upon the data from each combination of households and activities. The implementation is based on the python package scikit-feature [63] . As a result, an "optimal" subset of features is returned per activity type per household. Since the feature selection algorithm is based on correlation rather than prediction results directly, their performance is not guaranteed. Thus, we evaluate all the prefixes of the feature array returned by the feature selection algorithm in the task of activity recognition and find the best subset in terms of the agreement between the recognition results and the time use diaries.
Recognition Method
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) have proven to be effective in modelling time series data [64] . They are a good fit for recognising activities from sensor-generated data in the sense that they are capable of recovering a series of latent states from a series of observations. An HMM is a Markov model whose states are not directly observable but can be characterised by a probability distribution over observable variables. In our case, the hidden states correspond to the activities performed by the participant and the observations correspond to the sensor readings. There are two assumptions in HMMs, as illustrated in Figure 11 . The first is that the hidden state y t depends only on the previous hidden state y t−1 . The second is that the observation x t depends on the hidden state y t .
· · ·
y t−1 y t y t+1 · · · An HMM is specified using three probability distributions: (i) the initial state probability distribution; (ii) the transition probability of moving from one hidden state to another; and (iii) the emission probability of a hidden state generating an observation. The parameters of these three probability distributions can be estimated by maximising the joint probability: P(y, x) = P(y 1 )P(x 1 |y 1 ) T ∏ t=2 P(y t |y t−1 )P(x t |y t )
For each type of activity in each household, we built HMMs using the feature sets selected by the method presented in Section 5.2. We parameterize the HMMs with two hidden states (either an activity is occurring or not occurring) and multinomial emissions since input features are discrete values. When fitting HMMs to the data, we do not prescribe the labels for the hidden states. Thus, the activity labels (indicting whether an activity is occurring or not) in the time use diaries are randomly assigned to the hidden states by HMM fitting algorithm. For each type of activity, we evaluate both possible assignments of activity labels to the two hidden states of HMMs. This allows the HMMs to discover the patterns by itself rather than fitting models with unreliable labels from the time use diaries. In this way, the application of HMM is unsupervised as the model is fitted only with sensor-generated data.
For each of the seven types of activity shown in Table 5 , we fitted the HMMs n times with each subset of features returned by the feature selection algorithm explained in Section 5.2 using randomised initial states. The implementation is based on python hmmlearn [65] . Only the model with the highest agreement is considered as the one recognising the designated activities. Other HMMs with lower agreement may detect other non-relevant activities or not even activities. In this work, we use n = 1000 which is manually tuned.
In the next section, we describe how to evaluate the agreement between HMM models and time use diaries, i.e., how sequences of hidden states returned by the HMMs are related to the sequences of activities recorded in the time use diary.
Agreement Evaluation

Evaluation Metric
In the previous section, we introduced the activity recognition framework. By fitting a HMM to the data generated by the sensors, sequences of hidden states can be extracted. In this section we illustrate how to evaluate the agreement between state sequences generated by the HMMs and the activity sequences recorded in the time use diary, which provides a quantification of inter-rater/observer reliability.
A time use diary may contain misreports in several ways. First, the start and end time of individual activities may not be accurately recorded, i.e., either earlier or later than the actual occurrence. This is called time shifting. Secondly, there might be activities that occurred but were not recorded, which are missing values. Pairwise comparison like precision and recall may exaggerate the dis-similarity introduced by such noise. Thus, we need an agreement evaluation metric that is able to alleviate the effect.
A suitable metric for this task is the Levenshtein distance (LD), a.k.a., edit distance [33] which has been widely used for measuring the similarity between two sequences. It is defined as the minimum sum of weighted operations (insertions, deletions and substitutions) needed to transform one sequence into the other. Compared to the pair-wise evaluation framework upon sequence data, LD based method can deal with the aforementioned problems of misreports. However, it is more computation intense.
Formally, given two sequences s and q, the Levenshtein distance between these two sequences D s,q (|s|, |q|) is defined by:
where 1 (s i =q j ) is an indicator function that equals 0 when s i = q j and equals 1 otherwise. The three lines in the min bracket correspond to the three operations transforming s into q, i.e., deletion, insertion and substitution. w del , w ins and w sub are respectively the costs associated with the deletion, insertion and substitution operations.
The inputs to the function of Levenshtein distance, in our case, are two sequences of labels with respect to a type of activity. One is generated by the HMMs and the other is the corresponding activity labels recorded in the time use diary. The elements of both sequences are composed of two values: "0" indicating the absence of the activity and "1" indicating the presence of the activity. In our agreement evaluation, we attempt to minimise the difference introduced by slight time shifting and mis-recording of activities. For these reasons, we set the costs of the three types of operations w del , w ins and w sub as follows. For substituting "1" with "0", the cost is set to 0.7; for substituting "0" with "1", the cost is set to 1.0. This gives less penalty to cases of false positive than to cases of false negative, i.e., the agreement is lower when the activities recorded in the time use diaries are not recognised from the sensor data. The costs of inserting and deleting '0' are set to 0.4. This is to reduce the penalty introduced by time shifting. We set the cost of inserting and deleting '1' to 100 to disable these two operations. The output is the minimum cost of the operations that are needed to transform predicated sequences to the ones recorded in time use diaries and lower values indicate higher agreements. The implementation is based on the python package weighted-levenshtein [66] .
The costs of deletion, insertion and substitution are used to differentiate their influence upon the perceived agreement. The absolute difference between these costs will be investigated in future work.
Results and Analysis
In this section we discuss the results from applying the aforementioned activity recognition method to the collected data and compare them to the interview data of the corresponding households. Table 7 lists the set of features that achieves the best agreement in terms of the Levenshtein distance (LD) between the activity sequences generated by the HMMs and that recorded in the time use diary.
For the sleeping activity of Household 3, the best agreement is achieved by the feature capturing the gaps between the changes of movements in the living room. According to the interview data, we know that the living room is the geographical centre of the house, i.e., the passage to transit between kitchen, dining/study area and the sleeping area. The occupant keeps busy at home and spends a lot of time in the dining/study area and the living area.
For the activity of making hot drink, the feature identifying humidity changes in the utility room and bedroom of Household 3 is contained in the subset of features that achieves the best agreement. A further investigation of the time use diary shows that when making coffee in the kitchen in the mornings the occupant shaves in the bathroom which is located next to the utility room and bedroom. The humidity change in this case is very likely caused by the humid bathroom.
The overlaps between the subsets of features that achieve the best agreement in recognising activities of preparing meal and eating show the close relation between the two types of activities. This demonstrates that sensor insensitive activities may be recognised via sensor readings from their causal/correlated activities. In this case, the recognition of preparing meal can help recognise eating.
For the laundry activity, since we have an energy monitor attached to the washing machine of each household, it is expected that using the features capturing the energy consumption of the washing machine would achieves the best agreement. However, for Household 2, the feature subset that achieves the best agreement also contains the changes of the energy consumption of the kitchen appliances as well as that of the total energy consumption. A further investigation of the time use diary shows that when doing laundry the occupant quite often cooks or makes coffee around the same time. However, among the three households, the agreement between the HMM and the time use diary for laundry activity in Household 2 is the lowest, which may indicate the possibility of misreport or that the reported laundry activities involve other elements, such as sorting, hanging out, folding, etc. Among the seven types of activities, listening to radio has the lowest agreement (the largest value in LD) between the detection from the sensor-generated data and the records in the time use diaries. In case of Household 2, the time use diary tells us that the occupant listens to radio in the bedroom while getting up, in the kitchen while preparing meals and in the dining area when having meals. Similarly, the occupant in Household 3 listens to radio in the kitchen when preparing meal and in the living room when relaxing. In both cases, the occupant is using more than one device for listening to radio in more than one place.
For illustration, we plot the comparison of each type of activity detected from the sensor data and that recorded in the time use diaries (Figures 12-18) . In each figure, the upper part shows the state sequences generated by an HMM using the specific set of features, and the lower part shows the activity sequences recorded in the time use diary (TUD). The black bins represent the time slices when a particular activity is detected/recorded. Recognising the activity of eating in Household 2 with feature set (MS_watts_kitchen-appliances, MS_range_living/dining-room(2)). Recognising the activity of doing laundry in Household 3 with feature set (MS_watts_washing-machine, CP_watts_washing-machine).
Figure 18.
Recognising the activity of sleeping in Household 3 with feature set (Gap_CP_range_living-room).
The activity durations generated by the HMMs mostly overlap with those recorded in the time use diary, with some local shifts along the time line. The only exception in these seven plots is the activity of listening to radio in Household 2, which suggests that the features being used are not sufficient enough to distinguish the occurrences of such activities. In some cases, radio is used as background, which does not necessarily constitute the activity of listening to the radio.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a mixed-methods approach for recognising activities at home. In particular, we proposed a metric for evaluating the agreement between the predicted activities from models trained by the sensor data and the activities recorded in a time use diary. We also investigated ways of extracting and selecting features from sensor-generated data for activity recognition.
The focus of this work is not on improving the recognition performance of particular models but to present a framework for quantifying how activity recognition models trained by sensor-generated data can be evaluated on the basis of their agreement with activities recorded in time use diaries. We demonstrate the usefulness of this framework by an experiment involving three trial households. The evaluation results can provide evidence about which types of sensors are more effective for detecting certain types of activities in a household. This may further help researchers in understanding the occupant's daily activities and the contexts in which certain activities occur. The agreement between the sensor-generated data and the time use diary may also help to validate the quality of the diary. This is an on-going research, investigating the use of digital sensors for social research, using household practices as a testbed. As this is written, we are in the process of collecting data from three types of households: single occupant, families with children and ≥2 adults. There are several directions to consider for extending this work. We are adding a wearable wristband sensor to the setting to detect the proximity of participants to each sensor box via Bluetooth RSSI (received signal strength indicator). Such data will give us a more accurate reading of presence and co-presence of particular occupants in different parts of their home, while also helping us in obtaining more accurate start and end times of certain activities. We will continue to investigate other activity recognition methods and feature selection techniques. In addition, we are interested in employing post and assisted labelling mechanisms, for example, by asking participants to assign an agreement score to the activity sequences generated by our activity recognition models. In this way, another layer of agreement can be added to the evaluation.
